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The quickest & easiest way
to create expense reports
Manufacturing/Technology: Cut over-head, run a lean operation, and
effectively manage global approvals and compliance.
ABUKAI provides a great way to keep track of expenses incurred by multi-national
companies. ABUKAI Expenses is easy to use for staff globally regardless of where
business might take them - whether meeting with prospects or clients, or supporting
an important product delivery or implementation project. ABUKAI eliminates all
the cumbersome work associated with expense reports including typing data from
receipts, converting foreign currency expenses, and categorizing the expenses.
Employees spend less time completing expense reports which reduces overhead,
while structured and organized reporting helps companies easily manage approvals
and achieve compliance globally. How ABUKAI works:
Step 1. Simply take a picture of each receipt or email in receipts.
Step 2. Press “Submit” whenever you are ready.
Users will receive their finished expense report with cost categorization, date, vendor,
amount and all the other information already filled in. In only 2 steps! ABUKAI can also
configure approval flows for corporate customers and support direct integration with
ERP systems or industry-specific backend systems. ABUKAI also supports the automatic
reconciliation of credit card expenses if required. ABUKAI’s custom corporate accounts
can be tailored to a company’s needs.
Case Example: VDE Americas is a wholly owned subsidiary of the VDE Testing and
Certification Institute and a leading service provider of technical due diligence
and engineering services for solar power and energy
storage systems (ESS). The deeply experienced team at
VDE Americas provides critical independent technical
services to efficiently support a wide array of solar and ESS
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financial transactions. VDE’s customers include financial
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institutions who have financed and invested in renewable energy projects, integrated
manufacturers who have built some of the largest solar plants in the world, and
project developers. VDE Americas relies on its best-in-class depth of knowledge and
experience to provide customers with confidence in their strategic investments.
“I’m very impressed with ABUKAI. I run a US-based wholly-owned
subsidiary of a large German parent. Expense reports are sent to Germany
for approval. The expense report coupled with the PDF file of all invoice
images, numbered and sorted, makes for a very neat and professional
submission. This reduces errors and speeds the approval process. I very
much appreciate the convenience factor of simply snapping photos of
receipts and then having the report processed for me.
We run a very efficient and lean operation. We cannot afford the
administrative overhead effort to generate and manage expense reporting.
The ABUKAI system is ideally suited to our cost efficient operation. It saves
me time and effort, improves the approval process and is in alignment with
our objective of being better, cheaper and faster. I highly recommend the
service.”
John Sedgwick, President
VDE Americas
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